
Heavy-Duty Forklift Clamp
Mount 5" x 5.125" 7.4" Arm
with 360 Degree Swivel
Part #216210

$259.99

This heavy-duty clamp mount with 7.4 Inch HD pedestal is ideal for mounting heavier mobile devices such as
rugged tablets and vehicle computers in forklifts, heavy machinery or other work environments prone to high
levels of shock and vibration. The entire mount is precision machined from solid-core aluminum plate and
1 Inch rod, for extreme strength and durability. The pedestal end joints are machined with interlocking teeth that
will not wear out or slip, enabling a wide range of angle adjustment without sacrificing strength. With a twist of the
wingnut, the In-Line Swivel joint adds 360 degrees of rotation to the solution, making it easy to achieve the exact
position for optimal screen viewing and device accessibility in the workspace or vehicle.

Features
Perfect for use with all types of forklifts. It will keep
everything in plain sight when you need it and out of the
way when you don't. Attach a device holder to the
included pedestal and you are all set to go.

Solid-Core Aluminum Construction for Extreme
Strength 
Dual Interlocking Joints Enable Up-Down/Left-
Right Adjustment 
HD In-Line Swivel Joint Enables 360 Degree
Rotation 
Device Attachment Plate Features AMPS 4-Hole
Pattern (M4 Dia, 30mm x 38mm O.C.) 
Clamp Accommodates Flat Stock from 5
Inch Wide and 1/8 Inch to 5-1/8 Inch Thick 
Recommended for Mounting Mobile Devices in
Forklifts and Heavy Machinery

Standard website promos do not apply to this item.

Compatibility

Specifications

Specifications:
Color: Black
Material: Aluminum
Pedestal has a 90 degree offset to allow more
adjustment options
Round base plates with multiple AMPS
mounting positions
Comes with complete set of screws in various
sizes, allowing for the forklift mount to span
from 130mm to 5mm
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